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Based on �agship UTV product UFORCE 1000, CFMOTO 

upgraded the excellent engineering innovation with user 

needs and launched the ultimate 6-seater side-by-side 

UFORCE 1000 XL.

As the name suggests, the strength of UFORCE 1000 XL is not 

only more excellent in towing/carrying capacity, but also pro-

vides an excellent heavyweight product for UTV users with 

exceptional operation performance, comfortable driving 

experience, and convenience in life. 

UFORCE 1000 XL



The exterior design of UFORCE 1000 XL ensures the load 

and ride space with a tough and square shape.

The body size reaches 3770mm×1615mm×1850mm, and the 

wheelbase reaches the industry's top level of 2850mm. The 

van-style cabin provides a comfortable space for 6 adults 

through the double-row 3+3 seat layout. The 4.25-inch adjust-

able driver's seat and the up-down adjustable steering wheel 

provide the driver with a more autonomous and comfortable 

space. 

In terms of safety, the design of UFORCE 1000 XL is very 

detailed, equipped with seat belts for each passenger, and 

the body structure has been strengthened in multiple 

points, and high-quality materials are used to ensure tough-

ness and durability.



UFORCE 1000 XL
The UFORCE 1000 XL is based on the outstanding performance of UFORCE 1000. 

Adjusted by engineers, its powerful and reliable 963cc V-Twin engine, excellent 

traction and carrying capacity, greater available horsepower across the powerband, 

and smooth driving operation based on ride-by-wire throttle have been further 

improved. Thanks to the precise control of the Bosch EFI system, the engine can provide 

stable power output throughout the entire speed range.

The power steering system (EPS) driven by a brushless motor provides light handling 

and precise steering prevents the direction vibration caused by sudden bumps and 

makes the driving experience more relaxed and comfortable.

Powerful
Engine



It is worth mentioning that the body of the UFORCE 1000 XL is big, but its towing 

capacity is not a�ected. 

Thanks to the powerful engine and excellent engineering design, the towing 

weight can reach an excellent level of 1,133KG* (2,500lbs) and has a horsepower output 

exceeding 10 horsepower of similar products.

* Traction on private roads: 2500lbs. Traction on public roads: 800KG / 1763lbs.

Excellent  
In  Towing

Carrying
Capacity



O�-road
VersatilityUFORCE

1000 XL

Users can drive through rugged terrain with stable trac-

tion, or use a two-wheel drive to cope with open �elds. 

The standard 14-inch all-aluminum alloy wheels and 27-inch 

tires combined with a minimum ground clearance of 310mm 

ensure that the passability is fully guaranteed, and there is 

enough space to deal with muddy roads. Users and friends can 

enjoy the satisfaction and fun of leisure o�-road driving 

together.

UFORCE 1000 XL provides switchable 2WD/4WD 

drive mode and 4WD drive lock function and is equipped with 

a CV-Tech transmission system. 



Loads  Of  
Features 
& Original  
Accessories

In addition, UFORCE 1000 XL provides a 40-liter large fuel 

tank, a full LED lighting system, 5-inch TFT high-de�nition 

instrument display, wireless remote control 4,500-pound front 

The whole body length  bash plate, protection bumpers, plastic roof, CF-Connect quick assembly 

system, and other con�gurations, make it more practical. 

winch, gas-assisted carbo box, and a wealth of standard 

accessories. 



With the enrichment of CFMOTO original accessories, the performance of UFORCE 1000 XL 

will continue to improve, making it an ideal choice for users to face various tasks.

UFORCE 1000 XL



UFORCE 1000 XL
Midnight Blue Galaxy Grey TrueTimber Camo



UFORCE 
1000 XL

3770×1615×1850 mm

2850 mm

310 mm

820kg

720kg Europe / 685kg US

350kg

Overall Dimensions
Length x Width x Height

Wheelbase

Minimum Ground Clearance

Curb Weight

Payload Capacity (Rated)

Cargo Box Capacity

40LFuel Capacity

800kgHitch Towing (Rated) Front:14×7.0，Rear:14×8.0. Aluminum Alloy.

2WD/4WD/4WD lock

Four-wheel side brake + rear wheel side parking

Front/Rear: Double A-arm, independent suspension. 
230mm Travel.

Front/Rear: Coil spring + oil damping

Drive

Brake

Suspension

Shock Absorber

Wheels

Tire Front:27×9.0-14；Rear:27×11.0-14

Galaxy Grey;Midnight Blue; TrueTimber HTC CamoColor(S)  Available

Chassis
Progressive EPSPower Steering

V-Twin, liquid-cooled, four-stroke, four-valve, SOHC

963cc

CVT

Engine Type

Displacement

Transmission

Engine

Work/NormalDrive Mode


